A meta-analysis of the pedunculopontine nucleus deep-brain stimulation effects on Parkinson's disease.
Postural instability and gait disturbance (PIGD) are common symptoms in patients with advanced Parkinson's disease (PD). The deep-brain stimulation (DBS) of the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) shows a promising effect on PIGD. However, the quantitative effects of PPN DBS for PD, especially for PIGD, and the efficacy of PPN DBS combined with levodopa are controversial and ambiguous to clinical practice. We carried out a meta-analysis of original researches on PPN to PIGD/PD from the electronic databases MEDLINE and EMBASE. The scores of united Parkinson's disease rating scores (UPDRS) III were used to evaluate the improvement in motor function and the scores of UPDRS III subitems 27-30 were used to evaluate the improvement in PIGD. The outcome was expressed as the mean difference and the percentage change between the scores of baseline and end point. The quality of studies was assessed using the 'assessing risk of bias' table. Overall, 909 articles were screened and seven studies were included with a total of 45 patients. The improvement in PIGD was significant, but there were no such effects on motor function. All the differences in PIGD scores were greater in the OFF medicine state rather than the ON medicine state, especially in the comparison between postsurgery ON stimulation and presurgery. PPN DBS indeed improved PIGD in advanced PD patients. This result could inspire more researchers to focus on its clinical application.